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On September 24, 2013, a New Yorker article revealed the humans behind the popular and enigmatic Twitter account, Horse ebooks, announcing that these same humans intended to stop tweeting from it. Within minutes, a storm of users, from indifferent to sad to angry, began commenting on the end of the era of the horse:

The hyperbolic language used to express emotion at the end of a beloved account is nothing new; social media, particularly Twitter, allows for gut reactions to be published and recorded, often resulting in over-the-top rhetoric. What is curious about the reaction to Horse ebooks is that fans were upset because they believed they had invested attention and emotion to a Twitter bot, and the reveal that it was a human betrayed their trust. Noteworthy about this case for rhetorical studies is what it exposes about our relationships to technology and our willingness or reticence to attribute agency to nonhuman actors.

To say that rhetorical agency has been a hot topic for discussion in the last decade is an understatement (Campbell; Cooper; Davis; Miller; Pflugfelder; Rickert). In these discussions, traditional notions of agency as a rhetorical element that requires a stable autonomous agent or even a rhetorical situation as described by Lloyd Blitzer has been challenged. Agency, instead, is a type of relational energy, persuadability, or affectability that emerges from the convergence of various factors, human and nonhuman, conscious and non-conscious, including the material conditions that make possible the emergence of a rhetorical event. This redefinition of agency has made possible extended considerations of rhetoricity in objects (Barnett), hardware and software (Brown), and nonhumans in general (Brown and Rivers; Miller; Rickert). Such reconsiderations of agency alongside investigations of nonhuman rhetoric
are part of a paradigm shift in rhetoric studies, to say the least. No longer can one presuppose rhetorical agency as a solely human trait or capacity and as dependent upon the subject/object split that has defined rhetoric in decades past.

Of course one of the great challenges to this paradigm shift is ethics. Typical understandings of agency enable rhetoricians to attribute cause, and therefore blame and praise to particular agents of a rhetorical act. However, if agency is distributed among various actants, as Bruno Latour or Jane Bennett would put it, then it can be difficult to pass moral judgment on any particular rhetorical agent.

For this article, in the hopes that more researchers in the field of rhetoric will investigate the relationship between ethics and nonhuman rhetorical agency, we offer up a strange, entertaining case study: the curious case of Horse_ebooks. This case exposes the tension between two diverging theories of nonhuman rhetorical agency—those from Carolyn Miller and Thomas Rickert. In the end, we argue that yes, Miller and Rickert disagree on how agency emerges in a rhetorical event (for the former it emerges through attribution; for the latter it is always already present), but attributing agency (whether to a human or nonhuman) is a moral and an emotional act, even if agency precedes the attribution. In other words, viewing the attribution of agency as a moral act and understanding agency as an always present ambient affectability are not mutually exclusive positions.

@Horse_ebooks History: Bot or Not

In February 2012, Adrian Chen, writing for Gawker, profiled the spambot programmer behind Horse_ebooks, a popular, enigmatic Twitter account, with such notable Tweets as:
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The account inspired fan fiction and merchandise, poetry and artwork, and in barely more than a year of existence, Horse_ebooks attracted over 40,000 followers. Chen attributed the popularity of the account to its refreshing randomness, “embraced like a life-preserver by internet users drowning in a sea of painfully literal SEO headlines and hack Twitter comedians.” In other words, it was popular because it didn’t appear to be trying to say anything. With the exception of a few links to ebooks about horses here and there, it didn’t even appear to be trying to do anything. It was simply a complacent, nonhuman existence, received as “zen” wisdom by humans across the Internet.

Since its appearance in August 2010, debate swirled around the Twitterverse and blogosphere as to the nature of the mysterious horse. Was it a spambot as it seemed? Was it a
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Ingenious human tweeting whatever random thoughts s/he had, however unfinished and incohesive? Chen’s Gawker article appeared to end all debate, revealing that the account was, in fact, a spambot, created to market an ebooks website. The account was programmed to pull and post random selections from the ebooks available for purchase. Most of the tweets’ content was not direct marketing; rather, the programmer’s intention was that by following other Twitter users, the account would draw attention to the website and the ebooks found there. Despite this revelation, or perhaps because of it, the account increased in popularity. Tweets from fans ranged from delighted confusion to pure adoration on a daily basis, and the number of followers jumped from 40,000 to 200,000.

Ricky Davis, a poet and devoted follower of the account, even composed a poem describing a relationship with the horse, incorporating actual tweets from Horse_ebooks:

1. I cannot say with confidence when Horse arrived, because at the time I had been drinking and I thought him a spirit animal. Most days I’d find him standing by my fold-out sofa when I woke, and he’d speak: “Good morning. First. There is no cuisine.”

2. He was human limbs but equine from the shoulders up, fond of gesticulating and snuffling into bags of corn chips. I asked him once, over salsa, how he came to be this way. “What I am is a living, breathing example of how hours and hours of research—” I asked him what research and he tossed his luxurious mane and flashed his enormous gums. “The story of a almost.”

3. “Imagine your richest thoughts flowing magically from your brain.” I shifted sweaty in half-lotus, my bottom leg dozing. “Imagine your water bottle left out in the sun, full of warm water that tastes of ten thousand names.” Then Horse shared with me his personal mantra, which he swore would cure my stress eating. “MISCELLANEOUS EAR, MISCELLANEOUS EAR, MISCELLANEOUS…” — from “Horse”
Unbeknownst to Adrian Chen, Ricky Davis, or the soon-to-be 200,000 other followers, the Horse_ebooks account had been purchased from the spambot programmer in September 2011 by Jason Bakkila and Thomas Bender as part of an art project. Instead of using the algorithm, Bakkila took over the account and began pulling tweets from random places around the Internet himself, actively trying to find half-sentences that still carried the signature Horse_ebooks enigma. He even kept odd hours to mimic the bot’s regular schedule; “he could have made a lot of tweets and programmed them to be time-released, but he decided to post in real time, because, as he put it, ‘I wanted to preserve the integrity of bespoke spam’” (Orlean, “Man and Machine”).

Two years after the takeover, the journalist Susan Orlean, with full permission and cooperation from Bakkila and Bender, exposed the humans behind the account, setting off a virtual storm in the Twitterverse. While a few followers responded with indifference or insisted they knew it was a human all along, many were quite upset, with emotions ranging from despair to anger.

Many fans had noticed that on September 14th, 2011, the account stopped posting “via Horse_ebooks” and started posting “via web,” and that the tweets became more poignant in their randomness and less concerned with sending links to the ebooks. This had ignited theories that the creator had returned to take over, or had at least readjusted the algorithm to pull from places outside of the ebooks. Despite this, most followers were quite happy to accept the account as a nonsentient bot, some
Some more verbose followers wrote extensive obituaries in blog posts, treating the end of the project as a death, not just of the account, but of the possibility for a nonsentient being to produce art or, as rhetoricians might put it, express agency. Even now, two years after the reveal, fans send tweets to Horse_ebooks reminiscing and begging it to return.
agency come from Carolyn Miller and Thomas Rickert. While their terminologies differ, both agree that agency is neither located in nor owned by an autonomous rhetor; both agree that agency is something that is located in (or emerges from) rhetorical events, situations, or environments; and both agree that agency is not bound up in human choice or intentionality but rather in rhetorical capacity, effectivity, and (particularly for Rickert) affectivity. As is evident in the Horse_ebooks story, we can clearly see agency emerging via the convergence of many human and nonhuman elements rather than as a quality of an autonomous rhetor. However, Miller and Rickert disagree on how agency comes into being in such rhetorical events and environments, and in a sense, the case of Horse_ebooks supports both positions.

In her essay, “What Can Automation Tell Us about Agency?” Miller claims that agency is a kind of kinetic energy that is bound up in relationality and attribution. She suggests “that we think of agency as the kinetic energy of rhetorical performance” (147). Understanding agency as kinetic energy, Miller notes, means that agency is not something that precedes the rhetorical event but emerges within the performance or event as a property of that event and also a “property of a relationship between rhetor and audience” (150). Derived from the Greek notion of ethopoeia, or the creation of character in discourse, agency requires two things to exist: (1) mutual attribution and (2) the capability and willingness to attribute agency to another being. “To produce kinetic energy,” Miller argues, “performance requires a relationship between two entities who [can and] will attribute agency to each other” (149). This attribution of agency, for Miller, is an acknowledgment of subjection for the attributed and therefore an ethical act, a moral

Hyperbolic as these tweets may be, what these reactions reveal is that people were emotionally invested in attributing agency to a nonhuman entity, and when it was revealed to be a human entity, these people felt betrayed. Followers interpreted Horse_ebooks’ words as wise and poetic, seeking advice and finding meaning, cognizant of the impact this bizarre account’s words had on their lives. They did this believing, even wanting to believe, that the account was a bot. For these tweeters, a human behind Horse_ebooks cheapened the wisdom and poetry.

The Poles of Nonhuman Agency

So what can rhetorical theory tell us about the Horse_ebooks phenomenon? As we state above, two of the more influential, prominent, and potentially opposing positions on nonhuman
judgment. Miller concludes, based upon the results of a questionnaire given to speech instructors about the use of a fictional automated speech assessment technology, that humans are hesitant to see such an agential performance in anything other than human-to-human relations. Nevertheless, in the case of Horse_ebooks, we see mutual attribution of agency as inclusive of a nonhuman entity, as users tweeted about getting a follow from Horse_ebooks or tweeted their frustration that the illusive horse had not yet followed them.

Of course, Rickert rightly concedes that Miller does not deny the rhetorical agency of nonhumans. However, he disagrees with Miller’s conditions for the existence of agency, namely the mutual attribution of agency. This relies too heavily on anthropocentricity, Rickert argues (202), and leaves no room for understanding nonhuman rhetorical agency beyond a reinvigorated interest in “context, setting, the rhetorical situation, and so forth” (210). Rickert, of course, draws upon Martin Heidegger, Bruno Latour, and Jane Bennett to recognize nonhuman rhetorical agency, acknowledging that nonhumans have agential capacities beyond humans’ attributions. Rickert is not looking to establish nonhuman agency as equal to human agency or as derived from simplistic notions of causation (211), rather, he wishes to posit agency in terms of the affect and persuadability that precedes rhetoric. This agency is not found in a sole element but in an “ensemble of [human and nonhuman] elements” that affect or transform how we inhabit [a] space” (160). This is obviously the case with Horse_ebooks in that users’ existences in the Twitterverse were changed by a bot, which was impacted by the medium, which is constantly reshaped by the users. Rhetorical action emerged from the convergence of all of these elements and more.

Thus, Rickert is right that it is insufficient to understand rhetorical agency as requiring attribution. If human attribution “trumps all” (212), then we are neglecting the important “collectivity of interacting elements, energies, and forces, human and nonhuman” that constitute rhetoricty. Rickert does acknowledge that focusing on attribution is important, but he argues that to focus on it solely is too reductive and a small part of rhetorical agency (212).

Nevertheless, while Rickert notes that “attribution is a genuine issue” (212), he spends very little if any time in Ambient Rhetoric
discussing it directly. This leaves open, of course, the idea that attribution is important, even if we might agree with his argument that nonhuman agency precedes and exceeds human attribution. Afterall, Rickert’s entire project is centered around adopting orientations that allow the actual and potential agencies of nonhumans to emerge or to be intuited. Arguably, this could be viewed as attributing agency. Thus, while Miller’s ontological claims about nonhuman agency seem to be in question, her position that attributing agency is a moral act is still quite convincing. Our point is that Miller’s argument that the attribution of agency is a moral act and Rickert’s argument that agency is always already present are not necessarily opposed positions. In fact, as we can see in the case of Horse_ebooks, these two claims are complementary. The emotional commitment fans of the Twitter account displayed before and after the reveal supports Miller’s claim that the attribution of agency is an ethical act, a moral judgement—an act that produces a sense of wrongness when it is betrayed. At the same time, the rhetorical situation of interconnected bot-human-medium relationships also supports Rickert’s idea that agency is not just with the human or just with the bot but is potentially found in the convergence of all the involved elements, with or without attribution. Attribution is still an ethical act, but the emergence of agency precedes and exceeds such an attribution. Understanding this difference is important, as such an acknowledgment of this ethical exigence may be the very thing that sustains engagement with nonhuman rhetoric for years to come. Some have already identified an ethical exigency in simply including nonhumans in rhetorical analyses (e.g., Rivers). We suggest that our ethical exigence not stop at recognizing how nonhumans co-constitute a rhetorical event, as the specific act of attribution clearly made an impact on human lives and the way the bot functioned in the case of Horse_ebooks.

**Conclusion**

We are emotionally and morally invested in attributing agency, even to nonhuman actors, and because of this, it’s important that we also learn to be guarded and cautious about the engagement. We should be expanding the spectrum of agency but be cognizant of the moral aspects of attributing that agency. For Rickert, it may not be important whether or not we attribute agency, as everything has the capacity for rhetoricity. Horse_ebooks produced change in human followers, both as a bot and as a human, whether or not Twitter users acknowledged it. Contrary to Miller’s argument, many people are not afraid to attribute agency to nonhumans; consistent with her stance, such an act is by no means trivial. The attribution of agency is a moral act, and we do care about where, to whom, and to what we attribute agency. The lesson many of these users learn from the reveal is to be more guarded about attributing agency, as Miller recommends (153).

As we can ascertain from the Horse_ebooks case study, most of us are already aware on some level that attributing agency is an ethical act and a moral judgment. Moreover, whether we are aware of it or not, such an attribution and the nonhuman agencies preceding and exceeding it are not mutually exclusive. Ignoring attribution in a rhetorical analysis would be just as insufficient as focusing solely on it. Acknowledging these characteristics of agency within the fields of rhetoric is what will sustain our engagement with the nonhuman in a productive and appropriately inquisitive direction.
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